ENSURING THE SAFETY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF VENTILATION OF SHAFTS AND MINES THAT USE THE AIR RECYCLING SYSTEM
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The paper describes the possible failures in the automation ventilation system with partial return use of upcast air from a shaft or mine (during recirculation). Existing ventilation systems use recirculation in the main ventilation mining, through which air is delivered from an underground mining enterprise. It is proposed to install automatic ventilation doors (AVD). They allow to change the zero-flow resistance of the mine, i.e. control flow rate of air discharged from a mine (shaft). If an AVD is damaged the dangerous case could arise even in a normal ventilation mode due to the fact that mentioned negative control means can block the main path of air movement. In this case air from the air-supplying barrels is directed to the ventilation barrel through the recirculation loop bypassing the mining sites dedicated for ventilation. At the time of accident, when the main fan unit (MFU) is reversed, such a failure makes the situation even more dangerous due to the unpredictable path of flue gases.

In the method described it is proposed to install the AVD in the mines of the main directions and close them only during the period of the MFU reverse. When the closing AVD and forced draft fan of the main air heater work together and discharge air in the reverse mode, the time dedicated for switching of the main heater to the reverse mode is reduced. After the gradual opening of the AVD in the shaft (mine) a reversible mode of ventilation is installed. The method proposed allows energy and resource savings for ventilation and air preparation both in normal and emergency modes while meeting the safety requirements for mining operations.
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Приводится описание возможных отказов в системе автоматизации проветривания при частичном контурном использовании исходящего из шахты или рудника воздуха (при рециркуляции). В существующих системах проветривания, использующих рециркуляцию, в главных направлениях по которым осуществляется выдача воздуха из подземного горно-добывающего предприятия, предлагается устанавливать автоматические вентиляционные двери (AVD). С их помощью обеспечивается изменение гидродинамического сопротивления рудника, т.е. регулируется расход выдыхаемого из рудника (шахты) воздуха. При этом, входящие в структуру AVD даже в нормальном режиме до возврата на путь перемещения могут возникнуть опасная ситуация, связанная с тем, что указанные средства отрицательного регулирования могут преградить основной путь движения воздуха. В этом случае через рециркуляционный контур воздух из воздухоохладящих стаканов направляется в вентиляционный стоп, минуя главные вентиляционные установки, предназначенные для проветривания. В момент возникновения аварий, при включении главной вентиляционной установки (ГВУ), подобный отказ делает ситуацию еще более опасной ввиду непредсказуемого пути движения дымовых газов.

В описанным в работе способе предлагается AVD устанавливать в выработках главных направлений и закрывать только в период осуществления реверса ГВУ. При совместной работе закрывающихся AVD и главных вентиляторов шахтной калориферной установки, осуществляющих в этот момент выдачу воздуха в реверсивном режиме, снижается время на реализацию процесса перевода ГВУ в реверсивный режим. После постепенного открытого реверса AVD в шахте (руднике) будет установлен реверсивный процесс проветривания.

В предлагаемом случае обеспечивается энергетический и ресурсосберегающий эффекты проветривания и воздухоохлаждение как в нормальном, так и в аварийном режимах при соблюдении требования безопасности ведения горных работ.
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Introduction

The challenge of energy conservation becomes more and more urgent over the years in the Russian Federation and world. That is the cause why equipment, production methods, manufacturing techniques and other measures are modified in all the industries.

For the mining industry, which is energy and resource-intensive, that challenge is also urgent. In order to solve it means that could increase the energy efficiency of production are trying to be found. Due to the fact that from 30 to 50% of all electricity consumed by mining enterprise is used for ventilation [1], precisely that area is needed to be improved in terms of energy efficiency.

It was suggested in the 30's of the last century in mining enterprises to partially reuse (recirculate) the air when a certain part of it coming from the shaft (mine) was again sent to a fresh stream [2-11]. In this case, electric consumption for the operation of the main fan unit (MFU) is decreased significantly. It also allows to reduce the cost of energy resources during air preparation in the cold season and get rid of the need to use air conditioning system in the warm season in shallow mines and shaft, which is energy-intensive [12-14].

Considering the fact that today all the processes in production tend to be converted to automatic or semi-automatic (automated) modes, it was proposed in one of them [14-18] to control the ventilation process with use of a recirculation loop. In order to maintain the required maximum permissible recirculation ratio $K_{rec}^{max}$ it is proposed in [15] to control the speed of rotation of the impeller of the recirculating fan ($\omega_{rec}$), depending on the current value of the recirculation ratio depending on the current value of the recirculation ratio ($K_{rec}$):

$$\frac{d\omega_{rec}}{dt} = a\left(K_{rec}^{max} - K_{rec}(t)\right) + b\int\left(K_{rec}^{max} - K_{rec}(t)\right)dt,$$

where $a$ and $b$ are weight coefficients of equation.

In order to maintain the required recirculation parameters it is also proposed in [15] to install automatic mine ventilation doors (AVD) in the main ventilation shafts.

From the point of view of ensuring energy saving, the effectiveness of the method of ventilation is obvious. However, in case of abnormal situation, certain problems may arise in the application of this method. For example, according to [21] it is necessary to reverse (change direction) the air stream in the shaft (mine) within 10 minutes in case of fire in underground mines. In this case, during the time mentioned the air continues to move in the direction previously established. After that, the MVU is switched to the reverse mode, and the air begins to flow through the ventilation shaft to the pit (mine).

Case 1. When the stream was reversed in a pit (mine) operated by a suction method with partial air reuse, the AVD that are in the recirculation loop of "horizon" have failed and remained in the open position (Fig. 1a).

In the case, before turning on the MVU into reversible mode, even with off recirculation fan, some of the air coming from the mine will be supplied to a fresh stream. Due to the fact that after the outbreak of fire in the outgoing air flue gases can be in dangerous concentrations, a similar situation can become dangerous for life and health of miners in the pit (mine).

As was mentioned, switching of the MVU to reverse mode should be carried out in no more than 10 minutes, i.e. the case of interest should not cause a significant danger. However, it was
established in [22, 23] that after reversal of MVU, the direction of air movement only changes in the ventilation trunk and in the MVUs. That is caused by the fact that goaf spaces at this time begin to play the role of sources of traction and in the air-supplying trunks and excavations of the main directions, the air continues to move in the same direction that was established earlier (see Fig. 1b).

It is clear that if the AVD is wedged in the recirculation loop in the open position, air from the vent will flow into the exhausted space. Such a situation will contribute to an increase in the time for transferring the airing regime to the reversible regime. At this time, the flue gases will not leave the underground part of the mining enterprise, and as a result of the continuation of the combustion process, they will accumulate in it [24-29].

A similar situation arises in the normal operating mode of the AVD. When trying to close them at a certain angle, the aerodynamic resistance of the main ventilation excavations increases, which will become an obstacle during the work of MVU. Considering that proposed automation system of the ventilation protection does not protect miners from the occurrence of an abnormal case (fire in underground mine workings) in case of wedging of AED.

Case 2. AVD was damaged in closed position when the stream was reversed in the pit (mine) operating by a suction ventilation method with partial air reuse.

As it was stated earlier that wedging of the AVD in the open position, in fact, is a regular mode of operation and does not interfere with the regime of reversing the stream either. The more dangerous situation arises when the AVD is wedged in the closed position. In this case, the air from the ventilation shaft through the recirculation loop will directly flow into the excavations of the main directions and air supplying shaft (see Fig. 1c). At the same time, before changing the direction of air movement in the air supplying trunks due to the backfilling of the goaf space, the focus of the fire in the mine excavations will be supplied with fresh air. When changing the direction of the air stream in the air supply shafts, the flue gases will go through them to the surface (see Fig. 1c), i.e. fill all the mining excavations where people are at that moment.

An even more dangerous case arises when a fire is formed in or near the barrel of the air-supplying trunk. In such case there will be no chance that mining excavations, protected from inflow of flue gas and carrying no miners, remain.

The case when AVD are wedged in a closed position is also dangerous in the normal ventilation mode, since the access to the main and sometimes only one ventilation source (MVU) will be blocked, which supplies air to the pit (mine). At the same time, air from the air supply shafts through the recirculation circuit will start to flow directly into the ventilation shaft, bypassing mining areas with miners.

When the MVU is reversed through the recirculation loop, air goes to the air-supplying trunk, violating the air distribution in the excavations (see Fig. 1d). After the release of air out of the exhausted space, it will be impossible to direct fresh air into the excavations since in any case having it turned on, the MVU in normal (non-reversible) mode will follow the shortest path from the air supplying trunks to the ventilation path through the recirculation loop or in the opposite direction.

The cases considered indicate that when using the AVD in the main ventilation excavation and air recirculation system, it is possible to reduce the energy costs of ventilation by reducing the MVU productivity and total volume of air entering the mine (air preparation). In the event of emergency,
such as a fire, that ventilation system will in some cases create dangerous conditions for the life and health of miners.

Method proposed for automation of ventilation using the recirculation system

As it was mentioned earlier two factors block the safety in case of emergency (in case of fire) in a system using recirculation such as goaf space in the underground part of the mining enterprise, which begins to play the role of a source of thrust during MVU reverse, and presence of isolating devices (AVD) in the main ventilation excavations in case of their failure. The same factors, but with less effect will affect the safety in the ventilation system without the partial air reuse.

In addition, presence AVD in the main ventilation excavations, which in case of failure can block the way for air supply to the working areas, makes their application dangerous also in the normal ventilation mode.

That is possible to increase the degree of safety while ensuring energy and resource saving of the ventilation and air conditioning process due to the recirculation system if the AVD are not located in the main ventilation excavations but in the excavations of the main directions (Fig. 2) [30].

In the normal mode the system will provide partial supply of the air coming from the pit (mine) back to a fresh stream. The volume flow of recirculated air will depend on the degree of its contamination (determined by the sensors of the air composition 10 in Fig. 2). Unlike the previously discussed ventilation system, the MVU performance will be regulated taking into account the effect of the mine general (shaft general) natural draft (thermal depression) arising between the shafts. As it was established in [31-34] using such a control method it is possible to reduce the ventilation costs from 11 to 32 % (for potash mines). In this case, the AVD are in the open position and air distribution is controlled by the use of fans or insulating devices in the sections.

The mode of operation of the system and need to reverse the MVU are determined in advance, depending on the place of occurrence of fire during the period of the accident management. The information corresponding is stored in the memory of the programmable controller (PC), which will control the ventilation process.

The signal to close the AVD comes from the PC at the time when it is necessary to provide a reversible mode of ventilation in the mine (shaft). In order to prevent air impact the AVD are closed smoothly blocking the path of air movement into the goaf space through the air supplying trunks. A recirculation installation at that time continues to work. At the same time (in the reverse mode) fans of SAH switched off during the warm season are switched on or in the reversible mode are switched on in the cold season. Such the measures allow to change the direction of air movement in the air supply trunks and in the main directions (up to the AVD) to the desired direction (see Fig. 2).

There are zones after the closure of AVD forms behind them, depression is occured which is acting counter to the direction of movement of air entering the goaf space and production sites. In this case, goaf space will be filled with air coming from the MVU side, i.e. air will move in the required direction, after which the recirculation unit is switched off.

As soon as air supplying trunks and excavations of the main directions are provided with a reverse of the stream and AVD are open. As a result there is
a draft acting in the required direction, i.e. in the direction of air supplying trunks. The angle of opening is calculated in advance and determined by the signal level from the PC.

In this case, influence of the goaf spaces on the ventilation process during the reverse of the MVU will be minimized. As a result the air will start moving in the required direction in the mine (shaft) in the shortest possible time.

Safe working conditions for miners in case of using the method proposed, with the normal operation of the AVD and automation of recirculation will be provided both in normal and emergency operation modes of the mine ventilation system (pit). Energy saving during ventilation will be provided not only through the use of recirculation, but also in the process of regulating the operating mode of the MVU, taking into account the effect of a shaft general (mine shaft) natural draft.

**Operation of the ventilation system proposed in the event of equipment failures**

Due to the fact that AVD in the automation system of ventilation proposed in the normal mode are in the open position, they can not have any effect on the process of air distribution between the excavations. If that is assumed that, due to the failure of the AVD, they will close, this case will not threaten the miners when determining the next algorithm of system operation.

When the AVD is wedged in the closed position, air will continue to move in the required direction until the voids of the goaf space are completely filled. In order to increase the duration of the ventilation period in this mode, the MVU can be converted to a reduced productivity (considering the safety conditions for providing the mine with fresh air) and the recirculation unit must be shut down. As long as the air flow sensor in the recirculation loop does not show a change in the direction of air movement toward the air supply shafts, the MVU can operate in the established mode. The change (decrease in the speed of air movement to 0) of the direction of air movement in the recirculation circuit will indicate that all the air reserves contained in the goaf space have been delivered to the surface, i.e. indicate the situation when air in the ventilation trunk starts to flow from the air supply shafts bypassing the mining areas. In this case, the MVU and recirculation system have to be switched to the reverse mode, as a result of which fresh air will be directed to mine excavations.

The most likely situation represents the greatest danger will arise if the AVD are wedged in the closed position during the switching of the ventilation system to the reversible mode. In this case, the movement of fresh air towards the miner will be carried out until the goaf space is filled in from 40 min to 2 h [22, 23]. For that time interval the emergency situation (with AVD and / or fire) can be completely eliminated.

However, due to the fact the AVD in the proposed method is used only to create an aerodynamic resistance in the area of air intake from the air supplying trunks into the exhausted space, their design can be created in the way that closing parts of the door do not cover the entire mine excavations. In this case, the influence of the goaf space on the ventilation process will also be reduced, but conditions for safe mining will be fully provided in case of failure of the AVD.

**Conclusion**

The method of automation proposed will allow ventilating in energy and resource-saving modes at the expense of partial reuse of air (recycling) and positive effects of mine general (shaft general) natural draft considering the safety of mining.

The location of AVD in the excavations of the main directions will avoid the influence of goaf spaces on ventilation at the time of stream reversion. Wedging of AVD in the open position both in regular and emergency modes of ventilation will have practically no effect on the safety of work in the mine (shaft).

The only threat is the wedging of AVD in the closed position when reversing. In order to ensure the safety of working conditions with such a failure, it is sufficient to provide conditions for incomplete overlapping of AVD of the production section or create conditions under which such an accident will be eliminated during the filling of the goaf space with fresh air (40 min – 2 h).
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